
 

I'm really pleased to announce the release of CDMA Workshop v3.9.0, a major update to our popular development tool for CDMA projects.

There's a lot of new functionality in this release, including a new video tutorial series plus a whole load of bug fixes and tweaks to keep you happy and productive! We've also made some changes under-the-hood that should make your development experience smoother as well as give you more control over your projects! For those who don't know about CDMA Workshop - it's an IDE for developing
3GPP2 software on Windows OS, with templates for various use cases such as Messaging, MMS and 3D Games. It also has support for deploying to a wide range of devices from the humble CDMASoft SIM800 to the latest Qualcomm chipsets.

Here is a list of what's new in this new version: Major Update to UI and UX New Video Tutorial Series (YouTube) A new video tutorial series, with the first two videos now published, covering CDMA Workshop and how you can use it to develop your own software for CDMA phones and devices: - Part 1: Introduction A short introduction to CDMA Workshop and its benefits. - Part 2: Getting
Started with CDMA Workshop Quick-start guide on how to get started using CDMA Workshop - Part 3: Development Environment A short introduction to CDMA Workshop and its relationship with the Windows 7 development environment. - Part 4: Creating a new project Explains how you can create new projects and edit existing ones - Part 5: Creating applications Explains how you can create
applications such as games, chat apps and SMS clients. - Part 6: Deploying applications Explains how you can deploy your applications to a device, and explains the configuration files that are created in the process. - Part 7: Creating a Service Provider Explains how you can create a new service provider in CDMA Workshop - Part 8: Creating an Embedded SIM Explains how you can create a SIM
card that is embedded into your project, allowing devices to connect to the Internet directly from the SIM! Other New Features 

New Fonts in SystemFonts.xml for better font selection in dialogs and tooltips. New Project Wizard - easier to understand, more intuitive interface for creating new projects. New Device Wizard - easier to understand, more intuitive interface for creating new devices. Sim800A device config files are now integrated into CDMA Workshop (binary only). We found that the configuration was too
different to be useful as a template, so we've taken the decision to merge the two into one project. The Sim800A device will still function as before - any users who wish their Sim800A device to keep this functionality should make sure they use the old version of CDMA Workshop (2.1.0 or earlier). CDMASim400 device template added (needs SimTools 2.1.
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